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The history of Sculpture projects Münster began in 1977 as an exhibition in 
the open space and has since received the status of a long-term study, at 
least with its curators and large parts of art professionals. As with other 
biennials the event has become an important marketing factor for the city of 
Münster, which in 2004 received the honour of the most liveable place on 
earth for a bandwidth of cities with a population between 200,000 and 
750,000 (Münster has roughly 250.000 and is slightly growing). 
Departing from influences of Land and conceptual art and institutional 
critique the project continues to flag up a discourse around contemporary 
art versus the question of publics. For this fourth edition of Sculpture 
projects after 1977, 1987 and 1997, the curatorial team composed of 
Kasper König, Brigitte Franzen and Carina Plath decided to drastically 
reduce the number of participating artists. While more than 60 artists were 
showing 10 years ago, this number has now fallen to 34. During the rainy 
opening days in June many of my fellow travellers complained about the 
insufficient mapping of sites chosen to host works and one would 
frequently see groups of people on rented bikes fishing around for art 
works between trees or office blocks. Others did not even bother to rent a 
bike (the much advertised Velo option is almost obligatory to ones visit in 
Münster) and staid put in a car, driving to those sites accessible via 
tarmac, neglecting the rest. 
Until World War II the city was the capital of the Prussian province of 
Westphalia. The destruction of the city came as reaction of the British and 
US governments towards the bombardment of Coventry by German air 
force in 1940. The people of Münster decided to reconstruct its historical 
centre as it was before. One of the artists occupied with the Nazi legacy of 
Münster is Gustav Metzger, who when the first Sculpture projects opened in 
1977 was already in his early fifties. After loosing his parents and witnessing 
burning synagogues, Metzger fled Germany with his brother and has since 
been stateless based in London. He takes these traumatic events as the 
starting point for his new work Aequivalez – Shattered Stones. During the 
duration of the Sculpture projects a generator selects at random one of 107 
sites throughout the city. A forklift then transports a set of stones to the site, 
which in turn begins to function as a temporary memorial. Each day the 
sculpture will grow in dimensions, till the end of the show when the stones 
disappear from the 107 sites in the public sphere. While the work takes up the 
Jewish rite of depositing stones on the graves to commemorate the dead, 
Shattered Stones (2007) also combines Metzger’s interest in auto-destructive 
arts for which he wrote a manifest. The forklifts movement is reminiscent of 
kinetics, also a reappearing element in many of Metzger’s installations. 
 
 



Another German artist occupied with the Münster legacy of World War II is 
Frankfurt based Silke Wagner, who developed the project Münster von unten.  
A more than 3 meter high concrete advertising column featuring the bust of 
Paul Wulf (1921-1999), one of the extraordinary yet marginalized figures of 
post war anarchism and antifascism in Münster is located in the centre of the 
city. While paying homage to the figure of Wulf the work is also documenting 
the history of occupied houses and Anti-nuclear power movements in 
Münster, political censorship and criminalization of the left in Germany and 
Münster in particular from the beginning of the 1970’s. As Wulf, who was 
always close to those people attempting to improve society and not only the 
class of their own, Silke Wagner connected her research to the work of 
environmental pressure groups and sourced materials from their archives on 
topics that repeatedly experienced repression such as: the Anti-nuclear 
movement, anti-militarism and the feminist movements. Her project is thus an 
attempt to increase public visibility of pressure groups in the present day and 
features amongst one of the local favourite sculptures to remain after this 
years’ projects close. 
While Metzger and Wagner were both engaged in political projects continuing 
the digestion of 20th century German history, an anthropological undertake 
into the phenomena of ‘Schrebergarten’ associations in Münster was made by 
British artist Jeremy Deller. Deller, who together with Alan Kane is also 
working on an ongoing collection of photographs and paraphernalia for his 
Folk archive presenting similarly earthy subject matters had previously 
collaborated with marginalized associations in Spain. Friends of tango, foil 
fencers and others not usually demonstrating in the politically charged 
atmosphere of the Basque country went to parade with the artist through the 
streets of San Sebastian (Manifesta 5, 2004). This time Deller researched the 
history of Münster’s ‘Schrebergarten’s’, a species of gardens rooted in the 
industrialization of the early 19th century. The allotments provide space for 
relaxation and physical exercise for those living in apartment blocks, a 
dominant feature in many German industrial cities where resources where 
scarce after the war and reconstruction had to be quick. Deller collaborated 
with 54 gardening associations in the city, each one receiving a book in which 
they are supposed to document the changes of Fauna and Flora in their 
immediate environments over the next ten years- until the opening of the 5th 
edition of sculpture projects in 2017. To keep the date in mind visitors to the 
site are invited to take away seeds for a broad-leafed tree from Chinese, 
which, if planted now will blossom for the first time then.   
Whereas the first edition of sculpture projects in 1977 predominantly 
introduced large sculpture by American artists such as Carl Andre, Claes 
Oldenburg and Donald Judd to the German public realm the project of Bruce 
Nauman remained unrealized due to structural problems inflicted by German 
bureaucracy. His Square depression has now been realized 30 years later. A 
negative stage, the work is an inverted pyramid that leaves the visitors eye 
level below ground. Forming a rhomboid square depression the four triangles 
are designed not to forget your own body. The work is thus also about the 
confrontation of a private experience versus public exposure, an idea Nauman 
previously compared to the individual seeking privacy in a telephone booth, 
an essentially public space, though the booth was more a daily feature in 
1977 than today. While Nauman could finally see the realization of his white 



negative pyramid reminiscent to some of the Münster’s famous skateboarding 
grounds, the Lithuanian filmmaker Deimantas Narkevicius revisited a 
monument for Karl Marx, which had grown during the years of cold war, yet 
was installed 500km away in the East German city of Chemnitz. Formerly 
known as Karl Marx Stadt, officials had commissioned a bust of Marx from the 
studio of St.Petersburg studio of Russian sculptor Lew Kerbel: it was 
inaugurated during a ceremony in front of a quarter of a million people in 
1971. For Narkevicius the art of the soviet era conserves the cynicism of 
the time, which reduced individual creativity to a minimum. For him art 
works like Kerbelʼs bust represent the legacy of the political terror of the 
time. Reflecting on the interplay between the politically charged monument 
and its degradation to a mere sculpture, Narkevicius suggested to transfer 
the bust temporarily to Münster. However in April 2007, few months before 
the opening, the mayor of Chemnitz declined the artistʼs request, arguing 
that whoever wanted to see the bust had to come to Chemnitz. Narkevicius 
instead shows a film with new and found footage of an interview with 
Kerbel who is depicted working on the final stages of the sculpture in his 
studio. 
Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster has taken on board Narkevicius idea an 
included the Marx bust in her own display in Münster. Well known for her 
sculptural installations and films (see also the interview I conducted with 
the artist, Exit Express Nr. 23, November 2006) the Rio de Janeiro based 
Gonzalez-Foerster had originally planned to write a novel, Roman de 
Münster, yet ended up doing an ʻexperimental exhibitionʼ. Opposite the Aa 
lake and Claes Oldenburgʼs ʻgiant pool ballsʼ from 1977, the artist 
composed a theme park featuring sculptures from all four Sculpture 
projects editions in a 1:4 scale. Among them Jeff Koonsʼ Kiepenkerl and 
Thomas Hirschhornʼs Skulptursortierstation from 1997 and works by fellow 
French archetypes Daniel Buren (Tor, 1987) and Ange Lecciaʼs Zwei 
Fussballtore (1987), all displayed in a lawn slope, which the globetrotting 
artist compared to a beach in Bahia and a park in Chennai.  
An exhibition 77/87/97/07 archive in the basements of the Westfälische 
Landesmuseum rounds the Sculpture projects up. A glossary in the catalogue 
explains terms of theories and histories of public art. While other exhibitions of 
comparable scale often introduce concepts of city planning and conduct 
research into future developments of urban and regional landscapes (i.e. 
Berlage institute into Basque region during Manifesta 5, 2004) these elements 
seem to lack here. This fact is somehow frustrating especially because the 
Ruhr region, where Münster is located nearby, is undergoing dramatic 
changes leaving behind ruins and monuments of post-industrialisation.  
Taking place every ten years one would have expected to be confronted with 
a more extensive and perhaps less local perspective plus an outlook into the 
function of public art on the one side and its publics (in the region) on the 
other side. Halfway through the citywide exhibition, Münster has welcomed 
350,000 visitors and is discussing which sculptures could remain in the city 
and which ones have to be dismantled. While Gonzalez-Foerster’s piece 
could be seen as a beautiful ending point of the Sculpture projects series, 
this years visitor numbers and local ambitions should ensure enough grants 



for another edition in 10 years time, when supposedly the absorption of such 
projects into the entertainment industry has spiralled higher once again. 
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